OSV
Vibrating table for OSD molds

Designed for vibration products made with One Shot system where an horizontal oscillation is required. It can also be used for other types of productions, such as tablets, only chocolate pralines, pralines with almonds, hazelnuts and so on.

Available for: One Shot Depositor OSD-5 & One Shot Depositor OSD-10

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

- Totally AISI 304 stainless structure
- It can be used with chocolate molds with different sizes (135 x 275 - 175 x 275 - 205 x 275)
- Variable belt speed
- Vibration intensity pneumatically adjustable from the control panel
- Power Vibration editable
- Vibration powered by compressed air
- Easy handling through wheels with brakes
- Rapid extraction of the working belt for the cleaning operation
- Vibration-damping system to absorb vibration of the machine structure
- Volt 100/240 - Hz 50/60 - KW 0,2 Single phase
- Dimensions: mm 682 x 1190 x 565